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DNS Group

•New technical/operational
DNS group within ICANN

•Joe Abley, Mehmet Akcin,Eric
Nelson

•L.Root-Servers.Net

•DNSSec and Root Signing.

•DNS Operations



Current L-Root•Anycasted in Miami and Los
Angeles

•4 Gbps Transit Connection,
3.1Gbps Peering point
presence in NOTA, LAIIX,
PacificWave,Equinix LAX with
nearly 70~ peers.

•IPv4 and IPv6 Enabeld

•CentOS + NSD.

•Juniper / Foundry(Brocade) /
Dell



L-Root

•Global Node to go live in
Prag, Czech Republic in 2009.

•New Global Node Design

•Removal of load balancers

•IPv4 and IPv6 dual stack to
each node

•Expanding DNS answering
capacity as well as available
ports for those who wish
xcons



L-Root

•Finalizing the L-Local design

•100-150kqps capacity

•BGP Peering and support up
to 100k routes per local
node.

•IPv6 ready

•Looking for sponsors who are
interested in hosting these in
exchange points at their op
cost.s



DNS Operations•.INT Registry Hosting

•Building a dedicated
infrastructure to support
ccTLD operations globally

•Secondary nameserver
hosting,

•Either in our
infrastructure

•Server co-location for
ccTLDs to host their own
secondary ns.

•Currently hosting .CA, .CL,
.BR, .GR.



DNSSec

•What is DNS?

•so is DNS insecure?

•What is DNSSec?

•How to deploy it in root zone?

•How are we preparing
ourselves?



What is DNS?

•It’s basically the address
book of Internet.

•Would Internet run without
DNS?

•How does DNS Impact
everyday life of Internet?

•Why would someone try to
attack DNS?

•$ $ $ $ $ $ = Money



so DNS is insecure?

•Yes!



so DNS is insecure?•How can DNS be compromised?

•Forgery, will make you go to
a place where you didn’t
intended to go.

•Poisoning, may cause your
recursive DNS Server to
have valid but incorrect
info.

•Most recent one , July 2008,
Dan Kaminsky found an
vulnerability that effects all
recursive DNS Servers by
using cache poisoning.



DNSSec

•Is DNSSec the answer? - Yes.

•Digital Signatures to ensure
the integrity of the data

•Public Key, Unique Private
Key.

•What if it’s compromised ? the
signature is invalid, as private
key is securely held.



What DNSSec is NOT?

•DNSSec is the right answer
for Identity Theft in Internet,
but it does not ;

•Provide any protection
against DDoS attack

•add any confidentiality to
the zone data.



ICANN Signing Operations



R.Lamb’s ICANN Signing



ICANN DNSSec•Master site has been built
with maximum security.

•Located in Los Angeles, CA

•Multiple layers of Biometric
access to the cage where
nsa nstissp #10. gsa class5
Container is hosted.

•Escorted , Multiparty
procedures, Documentation.

•ccTV monitoring with 90 days
retention policy.



ICANN DNSSec

•Secondary/Backup site being
built

•Located in Sweden

•nsa nstissp #10. gsa class5
Container.

•Hot backup site.



Thank you..

•Richard Lamb , For all his
efforts on DNSSec at ICANN.

•Joe Abley / David Conrad for
allowing me to be in Bahrain
Menog.



Questions?

•Feel free to ask your
questions here or email me at
mehmet@icann.org.


